
 

iTunes and Netflix, online streaming video is all the rage now days. However that doesn't neccesarily mean that you like to
watch your movies and tv shows in 720p or 1080p resolutions. You want to watch things in 4K or better yet, uncompressed
UHD or better yet HDR? Well, you have two options. First see if your service has an HD player for their content so there's a big
chance it will play at least in some resolution. If not the second option would be to buy a separate device for your streaming
needs. There are many devices that do this job quite well. However it's hard to know which one is the best one since most have
pros and cons, some have mostly pros some have mostly cons. So basically you're on your own to try them out and see which
one works best for you. Here we'll look into what the differences are between the three main 4K media players: Roku Ultra,
Nvidia Shield and Amazon Fire TV 4K. The first thing we'll look at is the physical aspect of these devices and how they stack
up against each other. The Roku Ultra looks suspiciously like a regular Roku 2 or 3, except this device is black instead of red or
silver like its predecessors. While this is a rather nice looking device, it is also rather bulky compared to the other devices.
Another problem with the Roku Ultra is that there are no buttons on the remote, so if there's a power outage or something you
will have to get up and reset it manually. The Nvidia Shield has a very clean simplistic look to it that looks very nice. The one
hand remote that comes with the device is equally easy to use and has nice feedback from its buttons. Then there's Amazon Fire
TV 4K which doesn't look as pleasing as the other two devices, but still looks good enough for what it does. The Fire TV 4K has
a nice light blue light on the front. Amazon also had the courtesy to include a little hole at the top, where you can attach any
string you like; many devices like this do not include such a simple and nice feature. On to the next thing, which is picture
quality: The Roku Ultra and Nvidia Shield both output video at 4K resolution without any encryption (that's HEVC). The
Amazon Fire TV 4K outputs video at 1080p; however, Amazon is planning on updating their device soon to enable it to do 4k
playback as well. However the Fire TV 4K does not contain HEVC decoding and instead relies on an 8-core processor and a
powerful graphics processing unit (GPU) inside the device to handle the decoding. The Roku Ultra and Nvidia Shield both
feature an Ethernet port that allows for faster internet connections. Whereas, the Amazon Fire TV 4K does not come with such
a port at all, however it does come with an HDMI 2.0 with ethernet capability which is still way better than most other devices
on the market with only HDMI 1.4 ports these days. The Roku Ultra also comes with two USB ports; one for power and one for
external storage of media files.
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